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QUESTION 1

What is an Availability Zone? 

A. A location where users can deploy compute, storage, database, and other select AWS services where no AWS
Region currently exists 

B. One or more discrete data centers with redundant power, networking, and connectivity 

C. One or more clusters of servers where new workloads can be deployed 

D. A fast content delivery network (CDN) service that securely delivers data, videos, applications, and APIs to users
globally 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: An Availability Zone is one or more discrete data centers with redundant power, networking, and
connectivity. Availability Zones are part of the AWS global infrastructure, which consists of AWS Regions, Availability
Zones, and edge locations. Availability Zones are physically separate locations within an AWS Region that are
engineered to be isolated from failures and connected by low-latency, high-throughput, and highly redundant
networking. Each Availability Zone contains one or more data centers that house the servers and storage devices that
run AWS services. Availability Zones enable users to design and operate fault-tolerant and high-availability applications
on AWS. AWS Global InfrastructureAWS Certified Cloud Practitioner - aws.amazon.com 

 

QUESTION 2

A company wants to launch multiple workloads on AWS. Each workload is related to a different business unit. The
company wants to separate and track costs for each business unit. 

Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead? 

A. Use AWS Organizations and create one account for each business unit. 

B. Use a spreadsheet to control the owners and cost of each resource. 

C. Use an Amazon DynamoDB table to record costs for each business unit. 

D. Use the AWS Billing console to assign owners to resources and track costs. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: AWS Organizations is a service that helps you centrally manage and govern your AWS environment. You
can use AWS Organizations to create multiple accounts for different business units, and group them into organizational 

units (OUs) that reflect your organizational structure1. By doing so, you can separate and track costs for each business
unit using the account ID as a cost allocation tag2. You can also use AWS Organizations to apply policies and controls
to 

your accounts, such as service control policies (SCPs) and tag policies1. 

The other options are not suitable for meeting the requirements with the least operational overhead. Using a
spreadsheet or a DynamoDB table to control and record costs for each business unit would require manual data entry
and 
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maintenance, which is prone to errors and inconsistencies. Using the AWS Billing console to assign owners to
resources and track costs would also require manual tagging of each resource, which is time-consuming and inefficient. 

References: 

1: What Is AWS Organizations? - AWS Organizations 

2: Cost Tagging and Reporting with AWS Organizations | AWS Cloud Financial Management 

 

QUESTION 3

Which AWS service uses AWS Compute Optimizer to provide sizing recommendations based on workload metrics? 

A. Amazon EC2 

B. Amazon RDS 

C. Amazon Lightsail 

D. AWS Step Functions 

Correct Answer: A 

Amazon EC2 is a web service that provides secure, resizable compute capacity in the cloud. It allows you to launch
virtual servers, called instances, with different configurations of CPU, memory, storage, and networking resources.
AWS 

Compute Optimizer analyzes the specifications and utilization metrics of your Amazon EC2 instances and generates
recommendations for optimal instance types that can reduce costs and improve performance. You can view the 

recommendations on the AWS Compute Optimizer console or the Amazon EC2 console12. 

Amazon RDS, Amazon Lightsail, and AWS Step Functions are not supported by AWS Compute Optimizer. Amazon
RDS is a managed relational database service that lets you set up, operate, and scale a relational database in the
cloud. 

Amazon Lightsail is an easy- to-use cloud platform that offers everything you need to build an application or website,
plus a cost-effective, monthly plan. AWS Step Functions lets you coordinate multiple AWS services into serverless 

workflows so you can build and update apps quickly3 . 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following actions are controlled with AWS Identity and Access Management (1AM)? (Select TWO.) 

A. Control access to AWS service APIs and to other specific resources. 

B. Provide intelligent threat detection and continuous monitoring. 

C. Protect the AWS environment using multi-factor authentication (MFA). 

D. Grant users access to AWS data centers. 
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E. Provide firewall protection for applications from common web attacks. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Explanation: AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a service that enables you to manage access to AWS
services and resources securely. You can use IAM to perform the following actions: Control access to AWS service
APIs and to other specific resources: You can create users, groups, roles, and policies that define who can access
which AWS resources and how. You can also use IAM to grant temporary access to users or applications that need to
perform certain tasks on your behalf3 Protect the AWS environment using multi-factor authentication (MFA): You can
enable MFA for your IAM users and root user to add an extra layer of security to your AWS account. MFA requires
users to provide a unique authentication code from an approved device or SMS text message, in addition to their user
name and password, when they sign in to AWS4 

 

QUESTION 5

A company plans to migrate its application to AWS and run the application on Amazon EC2 instances. The application
will have continuous usage for 1 year. Which EC2 instance purchasing option will meet these requirements MOST cost-
effectively? 

A. Reserved Instances 

B. Spot Instances 

C. On-Demand Instances 

D. Dedicated Hosts 

Correct Answer: A 
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